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About This Game

A Doubly Puzzling Magical Adventure!

The most powerful magicians in the kingdom of Mysteria were once the Pictomancers, who had the power to imbue painted or
woven images with arcane energy. They have all but disappeared from the land, taking their secrets with them, but the Great

Tapestries they created in their heyday have kept Mysteria from harm... until now.

With the Great Tapestries fraying and darkness returning to threaten Mysteria it's up to you, the last Pictomancer, to quest
throughout the kingdom and restore these powerful images and save the kingdom. Take on the journey in one of two modes,

tackling either the always-popular Pic-A-Pix puzzles or the brand new Fill-A-Pix!

Each mode offers 100 exciting levels to tease your brain (200 total), making this a game you're going to want to play through at
least twice! Mysteria needs you and its riddles await: Are you up for the challenge?

 Two different game modes - Picross and Fill-a-Pix

 100 levels in each mode, 200 in total!

 Huge puzzles - grids up to 30x30
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 Rich game world, with 10 mysterious locations to explore

 Beautiful painted backgrounds
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Just another abandoned game like the several others.. love the game play on this one, lots of action. The time has come and so
have I
I'll laugh last, 'cause you came to die.
The damage done, the pain subsides
And I can see the fear clear when I look in your eye.. The app is ok, and i dont have much to say about that. My problem is that
all songs created with the app are imediatly licensed under the app, making it illigal to post the music to most websites, ruining
the whole point of making a song. If you want to create music and publish it, i reccomend using something else.. Not much
content, but if you are playing this as much as I am, then you'll porb. appreciate the extra garage space and music.. "Without a
warning, not a clue, not a sound! In your house, out of bounds, you can RUN but you CAN'T HIDE!"

I absolutely adore this game. The black and white composition fits the aesthetic of the visuals and music itself. I love that the
traps are timed with the different audio queues of the music, which makes it even more of a challenge. Not to mention that I am
a fan of CAZZETTE, I honestly didn't know about this game until I saw the music video She Wants Me Dead. From level 1, the
game is indeed a challenge and is not for anyone who isn't up for it.

Some of the traps indeed require some thinking of how to get past them quickly and without having to start over from your last
check point. Although you are not timed to get the level finished, it's definitely a relief when you finally reach the Safe House
and can move on to the next level!

10\/10
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Pretty chill to mess with your rythm and the music, not very challenging; though a few will throw you for a loop for a bit. But is
is fun, requires some precision but overall pretty fun and chillax-like.. Only an hour into the game but I'm loving it so far! The
setting creeps me out just a tiny bit but the atmosphere is still soothing and calm - Just as a walk alone in a real life dark forest
might be. I really like the little white butterflies and fireflies you can see every now and then.
The riddles so far have been fun to do and different in what you needed to figure out and it's nice to see that variety. All in all -
an amazing little game! Nice to come home to after a long exhausting day at work :)
Good to know: It works smoothely and fine on my Laptop (i5-6440HQ CPU 2.60 GHz, 8 GB RAM). Played on Acer MR
Headset w/ a 1060 6GB

Updated after the Prison Boss mode addition.

Prison Boss VR: A hidden gem from a fantastic GAMES developer.

Why would you want to purchase this game? Well if you enjoy time/resource management games with a decent amount of
depth (for a VR game) then you might want this game. The pricing system of resources you need to purchase isn't static (though
the changes are predicatable) and the progression system of the main campaign is well thought out and has some depth to it.
This may be the first of this type of game for me to play in VR, but I have to say I just really love doing things with my hands,
such as picking stuff up and filling up bottles and rubbing things together and putting stuff up to my mouth so I can lick them.
It's the little things, and it's terribly fun.

Now I think normally in a management type game, you are put against a timer, but the main campaign's challenge comes mostly
from managing your resources well and avoiding the guards when they pass by your cell. This is a weakness of the game, in my
opinion, as the guards themselves could have been a source of more depth and interest for the player. For example, it would be
nice to have some kind of relationship system where the player can learn about individual guards in order to eventually bribe or
extort them etc. But as it is, it kind of works. Eventually you'll figure out how to block out the guards line of sight with certain
furniture items, making them mostly irrelevant to your gameplay.

Outside of the main campaign, the game also includes an arcade mode, where time becomes an additional challenge together
with the guards. It is possible, once again, to arrange your furniture in such a way in this mode to avoid the guards altogether
except for when you call in more resources and put items into the money bin. Even so, this mode is quite challenging and I
would have liked for it to have difficulty settings such as Easy (more time, no guards) Normal (same time, a bit less guards)
Hard (less time faster guards) etc. Or at the very least put in some kind of radar map to let the player better track the movement
of the guards.

PRISON BOSS MODE: What I love about this mode is the choices you have to make every morning. Adding skill points as an
additional currency just gives it that much more depth. This mode really has a "Just One More Turn" kind of addictive appeal to
it. And you do have some customization options on top of that to make things more or less difficult.
However, those mode doesn't really give you goals to reach or ways to compare your performance to some kind of standard.
And it's kind of hard to compare your own performance to your own in terms of seeing if you can "beat" your last run, unlike
the main campaign where you can at least see how quickly you can beat it in.

Overall I would give this game a big thumbs up and I hope to see more from these developers in the future as I think they really
do get what makes VR games fun. Its not just an experience, but also a game. That's important for a gamer such as myself.
Really you should give this title a chance!. Well, No. Just no. It crashed few times while trying to start and the gameplay i saw
was torrible. Go play Warthunder instead.. Is this a brilliant and intelligent game? No, not really. Is it hard and fun? Indeed it is!
Considering it's age the graphics are good, it's fast paced and challenging. Depending on what type of gamer you are the game
will last a long time. I myself have played for almost 30 hrs and I know I am not done yet, because I know I can get better and
beat the game on a higher difficulty.

The graphics have improved from the third game and the enemies are a lot more interesting in this game than in DMC3.
Although the number of bosses has fallen greatly, they are of higher quality. And although you have to fight them all twice, you
get to do it with two very different characters allowing you to test yourself against yourself.

Some people dislike Nero as a character. I sure don't. But even if I did I have to note the versatile playing styles presented.
When you play as Nero the devilbringer is essential, but suddenly you switch to Dante, who has no such thing. The two playing
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styles are fun to master since this brings a revitalising element to the game.

Although the story is kinda weak(even weaker than the story in DMC3), the game makes up for it by having a solid fighting
mechanic taken from DMC3 and improved. As mentioned the devilbringer is really fun to use, and although Dante only uses 3
weapons in this game, he uses all 3 at the same time, meaning you don't have to switch at the shops, and you have a lot more to
play with on the battlefield. Furthermore he also has trickster, gunslinger, swordmaster, and royal guard from DMC3 and like
with the weapons you can use all on the battlefield.
As a bonus he gains Darkslayer later on which functions a lot like Vergil did in the Special edition of DMC3.

Is this game better than DMC3? Not really sure. Is it just as fun? I would say so. I highly recommend this game. And if I should
give it a score I would say 85/100 - not good enough to rank in the 90's but close to it!. Ah, the "match 3" craze. I think it's
probably petering off now, but match 3 games were everywhere a few years back and more and more kept popping up.
Gyromancer was another trying to cash in on tht craze, following in the limelight of stuff like Puzzle Quest. I remember back
when Tetris and Columns were revolutionary. Now the market is oversaturated, and stuff like Gyromancer is just kinda dull. If
match 3 kinda games are your heroin, you might want to check Gyromancer out, but otherwise, it's just that sort of game, and
doesn't really offer anything great or worth your time, in my opinion.. Team customization, 20+ unique pieces, Fun gameplay, A
E S T H E T I C, and Awesome soundtrack. The only drawback is that there are almost no ranked players so although online
ranked play is a feature there is only a small playerbase as of now. I would only recommend if you got it with a friend, but, the
more people that buy, the more players for online. There is an option to play against AI, but honestly it is more for learning the
core gameplay.

*Something i forgot to mention is that there is no starting team so you have to customize a team right off the bat to play, which
may seem overwhelming, but, that's why I recommend getting it with a friend to have fun and experiment with lineups*. well, so
difficuld :)
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